
Computer Studies/Business Education Building Fix-It List 
(Not in any particular order) 

 
 

1. Repair closet doors in room B5. 
2. Carpeting in B3 needs to be cleaned. 
3. Patch holes and repaint entire inside of building.  All rooms -- short of that please 

clean walls especially in the hallway (the filth and soda drips have been there for 
years). 

4. Repair light switch in B11. 
5. Repair missing floor tiles in B11. ??? 
6. Some of the chairs in B11 have problems with the rollers being either broken or 

locked up. 
7. Burned out lights in B11, B8, B15 and hallways 
8. Instructor's workstation in B8 needs to be replaced with a more suitable work 

area. 
9. Desk in B8 needs to be replaced with something that is not embarrassing. 
10. More white boards installed in B8. ??? 
11. Old file cabinets in all classrooms need to have keys made so that we can check 

out what is inside and potentially move cabinets. 
12. Men's and women's bathrooms need overhauls.  Leaking water lines, stains on 

floors and walls, soap dispensers that don't give soap, water faucets that don't stay 
on, urinals that don't turn off, lights that don't work, graffiti on walls, we need a 
book shelf capable of holding books, fans that exhaust out odors. Remove paper 
towel and soap dispensers that will never be filled -- get rid of the constant 'fake-
out'. 

13. B2 lab needs to have the screen mounted so it doesn't block the white board (see 
1/2 mil budget request proposal from us on this for details).  Likewise with the 
screens in B8 and B11. 

14. Lighting wiring and fixtures modified in B11 to go from front-to-back not side-to-
side. 

15. Actual electrical outlets need to be installed in all offices in B3.  One in SE corner 
uses a power outlet from NE corner office. 

16. Here is a big one - replace pipes in entire building.  If the water is not run for 
more than a few days, it comes out brown for a considerable amount of time. 

17. Adjust heating in all rooms, especially where there are computer labs (B2 and 
B11).  Rooms become unbearably hot at times and floor fans help little. 


